might have already jump-started an exponential surge of sea levels. That would mean huge levels of sea level rise will happen quite soon. Hansen's best estimate was 2 to 5 meters between 2050 and 2100: this is five to 10 times faster than mainstream science has predicted. Now, after intense scrutiny by the scientific community, the findings have passed formal peer review and were published by Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics [3] . Hansen and his coauthors describe a world that may quickly start to spin out of control if humans keep burning fossil fuels at close to the current rate. Moreover,given the assumed accelerated pace of melting, all this could happen just decades from now, not centuries. The biggest scientific contribution that Hansen and his colleagues make is an attempt to nail down a Moore's law (which models nonlinear rates of growth in computer chips) to ice sheets. Assuming non-linear processes have already begun, how fast will Greenland and Antarctica melt? Through scrutiny of climate models, evidence of ancient sharp shifts in climate, and observations of rapid change over the past few decades, Hansen lays out possible futures that put us past the point of no return. The paper's conclusions on sea level rise go far beyond current scientific consensus. Hansen suggests "several meters" of sea level rise over the next 50 to 150 years given a continued high rate of fossil fuel emissions, well above the accepted 1 meter or so by the end of the century [4] .
On 12 March 2016, data released from NASA confirmed that February 2016 was not only the warmest month ever measured globally, at 1.35˝C above the long-term average [5] . It was more than 0.2˝C warmer than the previously most unusually warm month ever measured, January 2016. The new NASA data confirms unofficial data released earlier this month showing a dramatic and ongoing surge in the planet's temperature. The data, upon which the previous versions of this post were based, were an underestimate. Gavin Schmidt, director of NASA's Goddard Institute for Space Studies, which maintains the NASA temperature database, noted that February's temperature record was "special". NASA's global temperature data is measured from a 1951-1980 baseline, about 0.3 degrees warmer than pre-industrial levels. That means February 2016 was the first month in history that global average temperatures passed the 1.5˝C mark. Also, since last month's warmth was concentrated in the Northern Hemisphere (2.76˝C warmer than the 1951-1980 baseline) and the Arctic (5.36˝C warmer than the 1951-1980 baseline), these regions of our planet were also record warm, likely the warmest they have been for at least thousands of years. Even though this surge of warmth is likely only temporary, it is a major milestone moment for humanity and our relationship to our planet. A daily analysis of global temperatures shows the Northern Hemisphere likely exceeded 2˝C above "normal" around 1 March 2016, when measuring from pre-industrial levels. The heat wave has continued until now. As of 12 March 2016, it appears that average temperatures across the Northern Hemisphere have breached the 2˝C above "normal" mark for the first time in recorded history, and likely the first time since human civilization began thousands of years ago. That mark has long been held as the point above which climate change may begin to become "dangerous" to humanity. It's now arrived, much more quickly than anticipated. Parts of the Arctic were more than 16˝C warmer than "normal" for the month of February, bringing them a few degrees above freezing, on par with typical June levels, in what is typically the coldest month of the year. In the United States, the winter was record-warm in cities coast to coast. In Europe and Asia, dozens of countries set or tied their all-time temperature records for February. In the tropics, the record-warmth is prolonging the longest-lasting coral bleaching episode ever seen.
In conclusion, with this editorial we are launching a change in journal policy, with opinion articles and letters to the editor that will be open to the readers without peer-review editing. The aim is to leave the community to debate freely the topics and to increase the number of editions in order to take into account the new challenges science will face in the future.
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